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ABSTRACT
The results of a numerical time int,egration of a hemispheric general circulation model of the atmosphere with
and Strickler.
moist processes and a uniform earth’s surface has already been published by Manabe, Smagorinsky,
In this study, the integrationis repeat,ed after halving the midlatitude grid size from approximately 500 to 250 km.
This increase in thc resolution of the horizontal finite differences markedly improves the featuresof the model
atmosphere. For example, the system of fronts and the associated cyclone families in the high resolution atmosphere
is much more realistic than that in the
low resolution atmosphere. Furthermore, the general magnitude and the
a result of the
spectral distribution of eddy kinetic energy are in better agreement with the actual atmosphere as
improvement in resolution.
I n order t o explain these improvements,an extensive analysisof the energetics of both thelow and high resolution
atmospheric modelsis carried out.It is shown that,
t.hese improvements are due not only to the increase
of the accuracy
of t h e finite differencesbut also to the shift in scale
the of dissipation by the nonlinear lateral viscosity toward a smaller
scale resulting from t.he decrease in grid size. In the low resolution atmospheric model, the transfer of energy from
of excessive subgrid scale dissipation a t medium xvave numbers,
eddy to zonal kinetic energy is missing because
whereas it hassignificant magnitude in the high resolution atmospheric model.It is speculated that further increase
of resolution should improve the results because it tends to separate the characteristic scale
of dissipation from that
of the source of eddy kinetic energy.
The analysisof the energetics in wave number space clearly demonstrates differences
the
between t,he energetics
of the different parts of the atmosphere. In middle latitudes there are essent,ial differences between the energetics
of the model t,roposphere and t,hat of the model st>ratosphere.I n t h e model troposphere, the eddy kinetic energyis
produced by t h e conversion of eddy potential energy in the range of wave numbers from 2 t o 8. Part of t,he energy
thus produced is dissipated by the subgrid scale dissipation, and most
of the remainder is decascaded t o zonal kinetic
energy. I n t h e model strat,osphere, where very long waves predominate, the eddy kinetic energy is generated in the
range of wave numbers from 2 to 3 by the energysuppliedfrom
the troposphere. Most of this energy is t.hen
decascaded barotropically t,o zonal kinetic energy.
I n t h eTropics, eddy kinetic energy is mainly produced by the release
of eddy available potential energy generated
by the heatof condensation. Although the rateof conversion is maximum at very low wave numbers, the conversion
spect,rum extends to very high wave numbers.
A box diagramof the energetics of the high resolution moist model shows
that the eddy available potential energy
is generated by the heat of condensation as well as by energy transfer from the zonal available potential energ>-.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the
zonal kinet.ic energy is maintained not only by the barotropic exchange from
the eddy kinetic energy but also from t’he conversions of zonal potential energy. The intensification of the direct
tropical cell and the weakeningof the indirect Ferrelcell in middle lat,itudes caused bythe moistprocesses are responsible for this positive zonal conversion.
One of the highlight,s of the results from the integration of the high resolution moist model is the successful
associated cyclone families.The influence of moist processes upon frontal
simulation of the evolutionof fronts and the
structure as well as other synoptic features is investigated by comparing the moist model atmosphere wit~h
t.he dry
model atmosphere without the
effect of the selective heatingof condensation. It is found that the heat
of condensation
significantly reduces the width of fronts and the characteristic scale of cyclones in the lower troposphere.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This study is a continuation of “Sim$ated Climatology
of a General CirculationModel With a HydrologicCycle.”
Hereafter, we shall refer to part 1 (Manabe et al. 1965)
as study M and part 2 (Manabe and Smagorinsky 1967)
as study M2for ease of identification.
InstudyM,
a numerical experiment of the general
circulation of the atmosphere was carried out taking into
consideration interactions with the hydrologic cycle. The
state of quasi-equilibrium was obtained by numerical
of motion, the
integration of the primitiveequations
thermodynamical equation, andthe prognostic equation of
specific humidity. The radiative flux was computed from
the equation of radiative transfer assuming the climatological distribution of water vapor, carbon dioxide, ozone,
and cloud. The solar radiation at the top of the model
atmosphere was assumed tohavetheannual
mean
distribution. The hydrological part of the model consisted
of the advection of water vapo’r by thelarge-scale motion,
evaporation from the earth’s surface, precipitation, and a
convective adjustment of temperature and moisture. The
temperature of the earth’s surface mas determined from a
condit’ionof heat balance at theearth’s surface, which was
assumed to be a completely wet and flat surface with zero
heat capacity. For further details of the model structure,
see also the study of the general circulation model without
the hydrologic cycle (Smagorinsky et al. 1965). Hereaft,er,
we shall refer t,o this paper as study S.
Quasi-equilibrium was obtained as an asymptotic state
emerging from the numerical time integrationof the model
atmosphere. The initialcondit’ionfor this time integrat,ion
was an isothermal and dry ntmosphere at rest. In order
to economize computer time, a very coarse grid size mas
chosen at t,he beginning of the time integration, and the
resolut,ion was refined stepmisc as theintegration proceeded. It was our original intention to keep refining the
resolution unt.il t.he large-scale motion field was sufficiently
resolved and t,he result insignificantly altered by further
refinement. However, in these studies
we stopped at a grid
size of 500 km because of the limitation of computer time
despit,e the, as yet, significant dependence of the results
upon refinement. Nevertheless, the state of quasi-equilibrium which emerged from thisintegrationhasvarious
features common with the actual at.mosphere, such as the
tropicalrainbelt,thesubtropicaldrybelt,andthe
middle-latitude rain
belt.
Furthermore,
the
thermal
structure of the joint troposphere-stratosphere system and
of the tropopauseheight were
thelatitudinalgradient
successfully simuhted.
There
are,
however, various
features of t,he model which require further improvement.
For example, the finit,e-differencemesh with a grid size of
500 km is not capable of satisfactorily resolving fronts1
st‘ructure and associated cyclones. According to st’udy
M, the heat of condensationtends toreducethe scale
of the flow patterns near the earth’s surface. With respect
tothecharacteristic
scale of surface cyclone systems,
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the moist model atmospheremore closely matchesthe
realatmosphere than does thedry model atmosphere.
Detailed analysis of synoptic systems of the moist mode]
atmospherereveals %hatthe 500-km grid is farfrom
sufficientto resolve the flow patternsnearthe
earth’s
surface and indicates the need for further increases in the
resolution of the horizontal finite differencing.
Another unrealistic feature of the low resolution moist
model atmosphere was the small magnitude of the eddy
kinetic energy. The magnitude of the eddy kinetic energy
in the moist model atmosphere was much smaller than in
the
actual
atmosphere.
An analysis of experimental
weather
predictions
performed witha
similar model
(Smagorinsky and Staff Members 1967, Miyakoda et SI.
1969) indicated that improvement inhorizontal resolution
increased the level of eddy kinetic energy and markedly
improved the quality of the dynamical prediction. Since
the nonlinear viscosity proposed by Smagorinsky (1963)
is proportional not only t o the absolutevalue
of the
vertical component of deformation but also to the square
of the grid size, it is probable that the improvement in
resolution of the horizontal finite differences affects the
spectral distribution of dissipation as well as the accuracy
of horizontal finite differencing, that is, it decreases the
scale of dissipation. As aresult of the availability of a
faster computer, it was decided t o repeat study M with
double horizontal resolution inanattempt
t o improve
the simulat.ion of the dynamical structure of the atmosphere. I n the new study, special emphasis is placed upon
an analysis of the budget of eddy kinetic energy in wave
number space in order to determine how the cha,nge of
resolution affects the energetics and the energy spectrum
of the model atmosphere. Since many earlier numerical
simulations of the general circulation have been conducted
with a coarse grid system, the present study canbe useful
for reevaluating the previous resuhs of these experiments.
Moreover, a study of the energetics in wave number
space can be useful for establishing how the spectrum of
eddy kinetic energy is mainta.ined in a moist atmosphere.
Special emphasis will be placed upon acomparison between
the e.nergeticsin the stratospherevis-&-visthe troposphere
and in the middle latitudes vis-&-visthe Tropics.
Another objective of this study is the construction of a
box diagram of the energy budget in the high resolution
moist model atmosphere. The energetics of the dry model
at,mosphere has been extensively investigated by Phillips
(1956), Smagorinsky (1963), Smagorinsky et al. (1965,
study S). However, the energetics of amoist
model
atmosphere has hardlybeen explored. I n a dry atmosphere,
the eddy available potential energy is solely supplied by
energy transferfrom zonal to eddyavailablepotential
energy. However, the preliminary study of the moist
model with coarse resolution (M2) indicated that the heat
of condensation could also be responsible for the generation of eddy available potential energy. I n a dry model
atmosphere, there is a small conversion of zonal kinetic
energy into zonal potential energy. According tothe
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preliminary study (M2), the sense of the conversion could
be reversed inthe
moistatmosphere
because of the
intensification of the direct tropical cell of the meridional
circulation resulting from the release of theheat
of
condensation. Since it is very ditlicult t o determine the
distribution of the release of heat of condensation and of
the meridional circulation in the actual atmosphere, the
magnitudes of the zonal conversion and the eddy generation of available potential energy are not certain. Under
these circumstances, it is very useful to evaluatethe
contribution of these effects in themoist model atmosphere
provided that the model atmosphere is sufficienily similar
to the actualatmosphere in otherverifiable characteristics.
9. BRIEFDESCRIPTION
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OF THE MODEL

The structure of this high resolution model is identical
with that of the low resolution model described in the
previous study M. Therefore, it will be explained only
very briefly here.
Assuming thehydrostaticrelationshipandadopting
pressure normalized by surfacepressureas the vertical
coordinate, we canwrite theequations of motionin x
(longitude) , 0 (latitude),and
u (normalized pressure)
coordinates as
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FIGVRE
1.-Box diagram indicating the structureof the model.
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The hydrostaticrelation is
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a
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- (P,v)=-B,(v)-sin

o . ( i + 2 ~ ) (P*u)

where a is the radius of the earth, R is the gas constant,
P is pressure, P, is the surface pressure, u=a cos e->;,
v=ah, ,=PIP, , Q is the angular velocity of the earth,
T is temperature, (b is the geopotential of n a-surface, FA
and FO are frictional forces in the zonal and the meridional

2=""RT
The prognostic equation of the mixing ratio of water
vapor

where r is the mixing ratio of water vapor, C is the rate
of condensation, and F, is the change of mixing ratio due
to the subgrid scale eddy diffusion. These equations were
rewritten in the stereographic projection system and numerically integrated in a hemispheric domain. A free-slip
directions, respectively, and
insulated wall is placed a t the Equator, anda flat and wet
earth's surface without any heat capacity is imposed as
a(( )p*u)+a(( )p*v
a(( IP*.)
(3) the lower boundary condition. Figure 1schematic
ais
Q( )= a cos eax
a cos 0%"+
ab *
diagram of the
structure of the moist model and
indicates
that computation of the radiative transfer and of hydrologic changes yield the values of @ and C, respectively. The
The first law of thermodynamics is
details of these computations and the description of the
coupling among the various components of the model can
ag (P*T)=-B3(Tl+- Tw p*6 FT
CP
CP
(4) be found in M. I n order to identify the
interactions
of
the hydrologic process, the moist model atmosphereis
where c, is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, often compared with the dry model in this study. Further
w isverticalP-velocity(dP/dt),and
is heat added per details of thestructure of the dry model which lacks
FT is the moisture a.dvection andcondensation can be found in
unit mass by radiationandcondensation,and
S.
effect of thermal diffusion. The continuity equation may study

"+--+
Q
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Since we shall discuss how the horizontal (subgrid scale)
eddy viscosity affects the circulation of the moist model
atmosphere depending upon the resolntion
of horizontal
finite differencing, we need t o briefly describe the formulation of the nonlinear viscosity proposed by Smagorinsky
(1963). The zonal and meridional components of the
frictional forces may be written as the sum of the derivatives of stress tensors in the following way:

+

(8)

TABLEl."Lafitudinal dependence

of grid size for
resolution grids

COS

a cos e

the high and low

Qrid siee (km)
N5Q N40

Equator

40" latitude

Pole

'

160

270
320

320
540
640

TABLE
2.-Horizontal resolution used

and

a?
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e tan e

in the integration of the N4OM
atmosphere

Resolution

Period of integration

N=5
N=10
N=20
N=4O

p 7 0 t h day
(0-210th day

ae+a

15C-230th

0-50th day

day

where p is the density of air, r A XrXe,
,
reX,
and roedenote the
stresstensorsresultingfromhorizontal
mixing, and
and 7 8 2 denote those from vertical mixing. Assuming that
the stress tensors canbe expressed by a linear combination
of strain tensors and imposing the hydrostatic require- reached after 150 daysinthetimeintegration
of the
ment,
the
following relationship
for
two-dimensional models with coarser resolutions. Table 2 shows the
specific horizontalresolution
a t variousstages
of the
isotropic turbulence results:
integration. The value of N was increased stepwise from
+=-T"'=~HDT
(10) 5 to 10, to 20, and then to 40. Since the computer time
and
required for the numerical time integrationis proportional
7x0,
.'A=
PTHDS
(11) to N 3 , this method of integration significantly reduces the
where
amount of computation for reaching the state of quasiequilibrium. Further details of the method of numerical
time-integration may be found in appendix I.
and
The initialcondition forthe N6Mmodelis an isothermal,
av +
cos e "(L).
Dcompletely
dry, and resting atmosphere. The time evolu'"aCOS 88x a ae COS e
tion of the hemispheric average valueof the total potential
The assumption of an inertialsubrange yields through energy, and of the gross staticstability are shown in
figure 2. Similargraphsforprecipitablewater,
rate of
dimensional analysis that
precipitation, and rate of evaporation are shown in figure
TH=12(D/
(14) 3. The timeevolution of total kineticenergy and of relative
and absolute angular momentum
are shown in figure 4.
where lDl=[D$+D~]l I 2 and 1 is acharacteristiclength
These figures clearly demonstrate that the atmosphere is
corresponding to thescale defining the exchange coefficient. sufficiently close to a state of quasi-equilibrium toward
This length is assumed to be
the end of the integration. The period of analysis chosen
for this studyis the last 30 days of the N4OM integration,
that is, from the 200th to the 230th day. The data,which
are shown in the following section are obtained by taking
where d is the grid size and ko is the Kfirm6n constant. the time mean for this30-day period.
Based upon spectral measurements of Pond et al. (1963),
4. TIME MEAN FIELD
Lilly (1966) estimated the value of I to be 0.23 d, which
is close to what is used here.
A. ZONAL WIND FIELD
In the following discussions, the horizontal resolution
I n figure 5, the latitude-height distribution of the zonal
will be identified by N , that is, the number of grid points
wind of the N4OM model and N2OM model are compared
between the Pole and the Equator. Accordingly, the grid
with that of the actual atmosphere. General features of
size of the high resolution grid will be identified as
the distributions of the two models are very similar, and
NdO and
that
of the low resolution
grid
as NZO
the intensity of the westerlies in both model atmospheres
(table 1). The capital letters M and D will denote the
is much stronger than in the actual
atmosphere. A similar
moist and the dry model, respectively. See appendix 11
tendency for strong westerlies was evident in the model
for a brief description of the dry model.
atmospheres of Phillips (1956) and Smagorinsky (1963).
The reason for such a tendency is not obvious. This seems
3. TIME INTEGRATION
to be one of the most fundamentaldiscrepancies between
The initial condition for t.he numerical time integration the featuresof model atmospheres and those of the actual
of the N4OM model atmosphere was the state which w&s atmosphere.
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2.-Time variation of various hemispheric mean quantities.
Uppergraph, totalpotentialenergy;lowergraph,
gross static
st,ability. See appendix 2c of study S for the definition of gross
static stability.

A det,ailed comparison between tlhe zonal wind fields of
the two models (N2OA4 and N,$OM) reveals the following
changes which resulted from the increase in the resolution
of the horizontal finite differencing:
1) A poleward shift of 5O latitude of maximum tropospheric zonal wind. This is still equatorward of the position
of the maximum in the actual atmosphere.
2) The development of surface east,erlies in the polar
region.
B. MERIDIONALCIRCULATION

The streamfunctions of the meridional circulation inthe
the N2OM atmosphereare
shown in figure 6. I n the tropospheres of both models,
there are three cells, that is, the direct cell of the Tropics,
the indirect cell in middle latitudes, and the direct cell of
the polar region. These cells are characterized by ashallow
layer of intense mass transport in the planetary boundary
layer and a returnflow mainly inthe upper troposphere.I n
both model stratospheres there are two major cells and a
very weak indirect cell a t the Equator. With information
based upon a study of the budget of angular momentum,
Teweles (1963) computed the meridionalcirculation in
the actual atmosphere,obtaining two majorcirculation
cells similar to those shown in figure 6. Miyakoda (1963)
also obtained two major cells for the winter season by
solving the "w-equation." The existence of a weak indirect
cell in the actual equatorial stratosphere is not certain,
although Wallace (1967) suggested the existence of downwardmotionin
the tropical stratosphere based upon a
study of the budget of angular momentum.
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FIGURE
3.-Time variation of various hemispheric mean quantities.
of precipiUpper graph, precipitable wat.er; miadle graph, rate
tation; lower graph, rate of evaporation.

N4OM atmosphereandin

If one compares the intensities of the meridional circulation in the twomodel atmospheres, one finds that the
indirect cell of middle lat,itudes in the N4OM atmosphere
is about one and a half t,imes stronger than in the N20M
atmosphere. According to figure 7, which shows the latitudinal distributions of the zonal mean surface pressure
in both models, the meridional gradient of the surface
pressure in middle latitudes increases with increased resolution. This increase probably is responsible for the difference in the intensity of the indirect cell. Phillips (1954)
has shown that baroclinically unstable waves are responsible for driving the indirect cell. As it will be shown in
the following section, the magnitude of the eddy kinetic
energy in the N4OM atmosphere is larger than that in
the N2OM atmosphere. Therefore, it is reasonable that
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I

f

FIQURE
4.-Time

variation of various hemispheric mean quantities.
Upper graph, total kinetic energy; middle graph, relative angular
momentum; lower graph, absolute angular momentum.

the indirect meridional circulation in the former is more
intense than that in the latter.
The latitude-height distributions of the meridional component of the wind andverticalP-velocity
(0)in the
N4OM atmosphere are shown in figure 8.
C. EDDY KINETICENERGY

The latitude-heightdistributions
of the zonal mean
value of the eddy kinetic energy in both the N4OM and
the N2OM atmospheres axe shown in figure 9. In both
models, the height of the maximum eddy kinetic energy
lies in theupper troposphere in agreement with the features
of theactual atmosphere. Themagnitude of theeddy
tudes, the formeris about twice as large inthe stratosphere.
kinetic energy of the N4OM model, however,isquite
As we shall see in the following section, this difference is
different from that of the N2OM model. In middle lati- caused partly by the decrease of the effective viscosity
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FIGURE?.-Latitudinal distribution of the zonal mean of surface
pressure.Without mountains these models have mean sea level
pressures about 25 mb lower than the actual atmosphere.
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FIGURE6.-Stream functions of meridional circulation; area of
counterclockwise circulation is shaded. Upper half, the N40M
model; lower half, the N9OM model. Units, 101' gm sec-1.

those of the N2OM model at all wave numbers and are
closer to those estimatedfor
theactualatmosphere.
Originally, it was speculated that the energy spectrum of
the lower wave numbers depended only slightly on the computationalresolution
because the nonlinear viscosity
should only influence the higher wave numbers. This
figure, however, indicates that energy of the lower wave
numbers increased more than did that of the higher wave
numbers as aresult of the increase inthe resolution.
Hence, the general increase of the kinetic energy with
decreasing wave numberevidentin
Teweles' result is
successfully simulated by the N4OM model but not by
the N2OM model.
I n order to compare thecharacteristic scale of the
motion in the two models, we define an effective wavelenrth
where

and partlybythe
increase of the conversion of eddy
potential energy. Both of these changes result from the
a=radius of the earth, and B=latitude.
increase of the horizontal resolution.
Figure 10 compares thedistributions of eddykinetic
Here, E ( n ) denotes the vertical mean kinetic energy of
energy in the model atmospheres a t 500 mb with those in
the
component with wave number n. I n figure 12,Le,, is
theactualatmosphereestimated
by Saltzman (1962).'
as a function of latitude. We see that the characplotted
Figure 10 clearly indicates that the magnitudeof the eddy
teristic
scale of motion definitely increases in middle
kinetic energy of the N4OM model is closer to observed
from the inlatitudes
andinthesubtropics,resulting
than that of the N2OM model.
crease of horizontal resolution. This increase is consistent
with the increase of the kinetic energy of the larger scale
D. ENERGYSPECTRUM
motion
mentioned above. I n subsect,ion 6B, the reason
I n figure 11, the spectra of the eddy kinetic energy of
for the difference between the energy spectra of the two
both models a t various isobaric surfaces are shown
together with the annual mean spectrum in the actual a b models will be discussed extensively.
mosphere which was estimated by Teweles ( 1963). According to this figure, the magnitudes of the spectral components of the N4OM model are significantly higher than
Note that Sdtzman (I=) used gcwtrophie wind for his study. Therefore, It Is pmbable that his estimate may be too high.

E. TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY

The latitude-heightdistributions
of the zonal mean
temperature and the zonal mean relative humidity in the
N4OM atmosphere are shown in figures 13 and 14, respectively. They differ slightly from the corresponding distri-
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N40M

FIGURE
g.-Latitude-height

distribution of the zonal mean currents
inthe hr@M atmosphere.Upperhalf,verticalP-velocity
(cm
sec-l) ; lower half, meridional component of wind (m sec-I).

FIGURE
g.-Latitudoheight distribution

of the eonelmeanvalue
of eddy kinetic energy. Upper half, the N4OM model; lower half,
the NdOM model.Units,joules
cm-2 mb".

isotherms and are accompanied by cyclone families near
the earth's surface.
I n the low resolution N2OM atmosphere, the rain bands
5. FRONT AND CYCLONEFAMILIES
are much wider and less distinctthan in the NdOM
I n order to discuss the synoptic features of both moist atmosphere. Also, the concentration of the isotherms is
atmospheric models, for each resolution the maps of somewhat less in the NZOM than in the N4OM model, as
da.ily precipitation, surface pressure, surface temperature is evident in figure 17. I n short, the general features of
a t level 9 ( P = 991 mb), and geopotential height at the the surface front become much more realistic as a result of
500-mb level on model day 173 are shown in figures 15 doubling the resolution of horizontal finite differencing.
through 18. I n the N4OM atmosphere, narrow spiral bands Obviously, the coarse horizontal resolution of the NZOM
of frontal rain extendfromhigh to very lorn latitudes. model is not sufficient to resolve the frontal structure.
We have shown the synoptic maps of both the N20
I n figure 19, which shows a TIROS picture of the Southern
Hemisphere, spiral bands of cloud extend counterclockwise and the N4O atmosphere and pointed out that thegeneral
in theN4OM atmosphere are
toward theEquator,
suggesting the existence of rain features of the frontal systems
bands with similar features in the actual atmosphere. As much more realistic than those in the N2OM atmosphere.
figures 16 and 17 indicate, fronts in theN4OM atmosphere It would now be instructive to follow the time evolution
of of these simulated fronts in the N4OM atmosphere and
are also characterized by a very dense concentration
butions in theNZOM atmosphere. The ATZOM distributions
were already discussed in study 34.
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carry out a detailed analysis of their structure. A standard
synoptic frontal analysis was ma.de daily for the N40A4
model atmosphereduringthe
period from day 167 to
day 177. Pressure,temperature,and
windfieldswere
used to determinefrontal locations. Figures 20 and 21
show part of this analysis for alternate days. They give
maps of surface pressure, precipitation, wind, and temperature a t level 9 (P/P*=O.991). All scalar fields in this
figure were analyzed by machine, and the wind vectors
were drawn by machine. The frontal analysis is the only
operation done subjectively by hand.
The development of two frontal systems canbe followed
during this period. Frontogenesis is indicated for one sys-

- 70 - 2

FIGURE13,"latitudeheight
distribution
of the zonal
mean
temperature of the N4OM atmosphere. Units, OK.

3 5 7 9 I1 1 3 1 5
WAVE NUMBER

FIGURE11.-Mean spectra of eddykineticebergy
of the region
from 15" to 81" latitude at various isobaric surfaces in the NdOM
and N4OM models and in the actual atmosphere (Teweles 1963).
The spectra of eddy kinetic energy of the zonal and meridional
lines,
components of the wind are shown by solid and dashed
respectively.

375-632 0

Unnst

tem in the upper left-hand corner of the map at the 167th
day; the other system on this day is a weak open wave.
Along the front in the upper left-hand corner, one
can
identifythree cyclones denoted by LA, LB, and LC,
which resemble a typical cyclone family intheactual
atmosphere. These cyclones move northeastward and go
through R typical life cycle. For example, cyclone LC is
barely detectable on the 167th day. It keeps developing
untilthe
173d day.Onthe
175th day,the
occlusion
process is completed, and the cyclone starts decaying
very rapidly. Another frontal system
on the right-hand
side undergoes a similar evolution. The evolution of the
front and the associated cyclone described here is quite
similar tothat observed inthe act,ual atmosphere (see
dso, Miyakoda et al. 1969). Furthermore, the temperature
gradient, wind shifts,andrainfallin
the vicinity of
these model frontsare highly realistic. I n general, the
change of direction of the surface wind vector is not
very abrupt across awarmfront.However,large
wind
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FIGURE
14.-Latitudeheight distribution of the zonal mean relative
humidity of the NgOM atmosphere.
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FIGURE16.-Stereographic map of surface pressure on model day
173.Contour interval is every 5 mb. Shading indicates area of
precipitation in excess of 0.1 cm day";
circular
boundary,
Equator.

on the basis of temperature gradient only. They are not
as distinct as real fronts because of the still rather coarse
spatial resolution of the model. A temperature inversion
is analyzed through the warm front because the inversion
does exist at the adjacent grid points.
Cross section C-D is placed throughthe cold highpressure region and connects the two frontal systems.
Upward vertical motion is located over all three fronts in
this cross section, with weak downward motion directly
above the cold dome of air and between the primary and
secondary cold fronts. The secondary cold front began
forming on day 171 when a cold mass of polar air began
of daily precipitation (cmday")
FIGURE15.-Stereographicmap
pushing southward. By day 173, the surface temperature
on model day 173. Shading indicates areas of precipitation; gradient is quite strong behind this secondary front, even
slashed-line shading,area of daily precipitation inexcess of 1.0
stronger than behind the primary front. The cross section
cm day"; dotted shading, area of daily precipitation in excess of
shows that the primary front, although weak at the sur0.1 cm day-1; circular boundary, Equator.
face, extends high into the troposphere, above the 500-mb
level, while the secondary front is rather shallow. This
results in strong upward motion and heavy rainassociated
shear is evident across the cold front, in agreement with with the primary front. The two distinct rain bands can
the features of the actual atmosphere.
be seen on the mapfor day 173. Note that theslope of the
The cross sections presented in figure 22 were made cold front is steeper than that of the warm front, as was
173. Theirlocations
throughthe model frontsonday
previously pointed out.
are indicated in figure 21 by heavy lines marked A-B,
The cross section E-F intersects the cold front at about
C-D, and ErF. The top, middle, and bottomrows of figure 20' latitude, which is quite far south for a front to be
22 show the wind component norma1 to the cross section, located; however, the surface temperature gradient is still
the vertical
motion,
and
the
relative
humidity,
all strong here. The cross section shows that the front
is
shallow with a gradual slope; the vertical motions associsuperimposed upon temperature.
I n cross-section A-B, which cuts the cold and warm ated with it are weak. Weak downward motion appearsin
frontsthrough
the warmsector of the wave, upward the cold air behind the front.
All three cross-sections shown here resemble cross secvertical motion is strong in the warm sector with weak
downward motion inthe cold air behind the cold front and tionsthroughfrontsintherealatmosphere.Although
is moist, further increase inthe resolution of the vertical and
ahead of the warmfront.Upward-movingair
and downward-moving air is d r y . The slope of the cold horizontal finite differences is desirable, it is clear that the
front is steeper than theslope of the warm front, inagree- N4OM model is capable of reproducing the evolution and
ment with characteristics of the actual atmosphere. The the structure of fronts and associated cyclone families.
Edelman (1963) has shown that it is possible to simulate
jetstream is locatedabove the cold front, where the
horizontal temperature gradient is strongest. It is similar the formation of fronts by a time integration of a baroto cross sections through the real atmosphere
(for example, clinic model without considering the effects of condensaBjerknes 1951). Fronts on the cross sections were drawn tion. I n order to verify his conclusion, the mapsof surface
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FIGURE
17.-Map

of temperature at the lowest level (991 mb) on
model day 173. Contour interval is 3°K.

pressure, temperature a t level 9, and geopotential height
of the 500-mb level on day 58.6 of the integration
of the dry N4OD model are made and areshown in figures
23 and 24. (See appendix I1 for a brief description of the
N40D model.) Thesemaps clearly show thatthe dry
general circulation model is capable of producing frontlike
systems.
Comparing the structure of the frontal system in the
N4OM atmosphereand inthe N4OD atmosphere, (see
figs. 16, 17, 18,23, and 24) we find the following differences:
1) The scale of cyclones associated with fronts at the
earth’s surface in the dry N4OD atmosphere is generally
larger than in the moist N4OM atmosphere.
2) The widths of fronts in the former are significantly
wider than in the latter.
3) The fronts in the N40M atmosphere extend toward
lower latitudes than in the N40D atmosphere.
Such a scale reduction in the presence of condensation
was suggested by Smagorinsky (1957) particularly by a
reduction in the area of upward motion and an increase in
t,he area of downward motion. In studyM, it was demonstrated that the heatof condensation indeed produced the
narrow area of intense convergence and reduced the scale
of cyclones in the lower troposphere. This characteristic
was also discussed in connection with prediction experiments (Smagorinsky and Staff Members 1967). I n the dry
N4OD model, the scale of predominant cyclones near the
earth’s surface is similar to that at the 500-mb level, and
the distribution of surface pressure is highly unrealistic;
whereas inthe moist N4OM model, the cyclones with
smaller scale develop neartheearth’ssurface.These
results reflect the dynamical consequence of the reduced
staticstabilitydueto
waterphase changes, that is, a
smaller scale of maximum baroclinic instability. The
reduction of the area of convergence caused by the condensation process is probably responsible for the narrowness of the width of fronts in themoist model atmosphere.
The results shown inthissectionindicate
that it is
necessary to take into consideration the effectof the heat
of condensation for a successful simulation of fronts and
associated cyclone families. Each of the small cyclones
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FIGURE18.-Stereographicmap

of geopotential height of the 500mb level onmodel day 173.Contour interval is 60 m. Shading
indicates area of precipitation in excess of 0.1 cm day4 ; circular
boundary, Equator.

has a controlling effect on local weather.Sincethese
cyclones are not always resolved sufficiently by the N.$O
grid, a further reduction in grid size is desirable for the
successful forecast of local weather.
Recently, a numerical weather prediction
model with
very high horizontalresolution has been developed by
Bushbyandcollaborators(BushbyandTimpson
1967).
Theyobtainpartially
successful resultsinpredicting
frontal rain.
6. BUDGET OF EDDY KINETIC ENERGY

The major difference between the N4OM and N2OM
atmospheres lies in the spatial distribution, particularly
inthe spectraldistribution, of eddykinetic energy. I n
this section, we shall briefly describe how theeddy
kinetic energy is maintained in the N4OM atmosphere.
We shall discuss why the kinetic energy spectrum of the
N4OM atmosphere is different from that of the N2OM
atmosphere based upon an analysis of the energy budget
in wave number space. An extensive study of the budgetof
eddykinetic energy in the various parts of the model
atmosphere will also be described interms
of wave
number space.
A. SOURCES AND SINKS OF EDDY KINETIC ENERGY

Outside the tropical region, the distribution of sources
andsinks of eddykinetic energy in the N4OM model
N20D atmosphere
atmosphere is very similarto that in the
which was extensively described in study S. Therefore,
we shall cover this subject only very briefly here.
Subtractingthe prognostic equation of zonalkinetic
energy from the equation of total kinetic energy, one gets
the following equation describing the rate of change of
eddy kinetic energy:
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FIGURE
19.-Satellite, ESSA 3, photographic mosaic of the Southern Hemisphere on Sept. 22, 1967.
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was found to be in error andwas deleted inpress.) Figures
25-27 indicate that the generalfeatures of the distributions
N4OM atmosphereare
of energy budgettermsinthe
similar to those of the N20D atmosphere, whichwe
discussed in study S. There are, however, some important
differences. I n the dry N20D model, an area of large eddy
conversion lies in middle latitudes, whereas in the N4OM
centers
of large conversions are
located
I n these equations, a, 0, X , P,and t are the radius of the atmosphere,
as
well.
As
pointed
out
in
study
142,
in
the
Tropics
earth, latitude,longitude, pressure, and time,respectively.
the
tropical
maximum
of
eddy
conversion
is
produced
by
Here, u,v, and V are the northward and eastward comthe
generation
of
eddy
potential
energy
from
released
heat
ponents of the wind andthe horizontal wind vector,
of
condensation.
The
cyclone
in
the
model
Tropics
has
a
respectively; w is the vertical P-velocity and 4 is the geocold
core
near
the
earth’s
surface
and
a
warm
core
in
the
potential height of an isobaric surface. F is the frictional
force due to vertical and horizontal subgrid scale mixing; upper troposphere. The level of maximum eddy conversion
“x
in theTropics coincides with that of the warm core located
( ) and ( )’ indicatethe zonal mean and the deviation
around the 300-mb level. This is somewhat higher than
from zonal mean, respectively.
the level of the maximum in middle latitudes. The upward
I n equation (18), the first term on the right-hand side
flux of energy by the pressure interaction in the Tropics
of the equation represents the contribution of flux diverconverges mainly around the 200-mb level and is respongence, and the second termthecontribution
of energy
sible for the eddy kinetic energy maximum there. Except
exchange between zonal and eddy kinetic
energy. The third
for the differences inthe height of themaximum,the
term compt1te.s the rate of the production of eddy kinetic
qualitative features of the distribution of the conversion
energy bythe pressuregradient force, andthefourth
term and of the pressure interaction term in the Tropics
t,erm gives the rate of dissipation. The production term
are very similar to those in middle latit,udes. The major
may be broken down into two parts, that is
mechanism for the generation of eddy available potential
energy in the Tropics, however, is different from that in
middle latitudes. I n a study of the Tropics of the N2OM
atmosphere, Manabe and Smagorinsky (M2) found that
the
flow of energy that predominates in the model Tropics
where LY is specific volume. Thc first term on the rightis
as
follows: heat of condensation-eddy
available
hand side of this equation represents the energy exchange
potential
energy-eddy
kinetic
energy-dissipation.
In
with t,he surroundings through the pressure interaction,
middle
latit,udes,
it
is
well
known,
however,
that
and the second t8erm representsthe conversion of the eddy
role: meridional
potential energy. Using equation (19), and taking a hemi- the following process playsamajor
heating
contrast-zonal
available
potential
energy-eddy
spheric average, one can convert equation (18), into
available
potential
energy-eddy
kinetic energy-dis-H
sipation. For further details of the energetics of a cyclone
in the model Tropics, refer to the study M2.
and
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I
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OF THE BUDGET
EDDY KINETIC ENERGY

8. SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION

”

--xH

+VI

F’

(20)

OF

Hemispheric spectrum-In this subsection, we shall discuss how the spectrum of eddy kinetic energy, which is
According to studyS, the eddyconversion (-w”’) is a t a described in subsection 4D, is maintained in the model
maximum in the midtroposphereof the model atmosphere. atmosphere, andwhy the spectraof the N4OM atmosphere
The pressure interaction term (-&?)
in turn transfers are more realistic than those of the NROM atmosphere.
energybothupward
and downward. The upward flux
Assuming thehydrostaticrelationship,andadopting
converges intheupper
troposphere and is responsible pressure as averticalcoordinate,
we maywritethe
for the eddy kineticenergy maximum there. On the other equation of motion in the spherical coordinate system as
hand,the
downwardflux converges intheplanetary
follows :
boundary layer and compensates for the large dissipation
there. The contribution of fluxdivergence of the eddy
aV/at=-B3(V)--sin O.();+~Q)(LXV)--V~+F
(21)
kineticenergybythe
large-scale eddies, a(wKE)X/aP,
is negligible.
where
Figures 25 through 27 show the latitude-height distributions of the eddy conversion, eddy pressule interaction,
)=;E~?;(u.(
a
I>+, cosa 0% (cos e 4 ))+@(”.(
a
1).
and eddy dissipationin the N4OM atmosphere. (Figure 28
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FIQURE
21.--Sa1ne as figure 20, but for model days 173,17.5, and 177
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FIQURE
22.-Cross sections of t h e model fronts along the hcavy lines marked
A-B, C-11, and E-I?, on model day 173 (fig. 21). The fronts
are indicated by solid heavylines, and temperature ( O K ) by solid light lines. Locations of grid points are indicated by vertical straight
lines. The toprow of cross sections showsthe wind component normal to thecross sections (m sec-1) superimposed on the temperature
field; shaded areas indicate wind out
of the page. The middle row shows vertical motion (microbars
sec-1) superimposed on temperature;
areas of upward motion are shaded. The bottom rowshows rclativc humidity superimposed on temperature.
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FIQUEE23.-Distribution

of surfacepressure(contourinterval,
5
mb) and surface air temperature at the lowest level of 991 mb
(contourinterval, 3°K) on day 8.5 of thetimeintegration
of
side,
the N4OD model areshown on thelefbandrighehand
respectively. The circular boundary indicates the Equator.

UlllUE

FIGURE
aB.-Latitude-height distribution of the rate of the conversion of eddy potential energy (-ma)
in the N4OM atmosphere.
Units,
joules cm-2 mb-1 day-l.

Here, k is the unit vector pointing upward, and n is the anthe
further
For
details of the notagular velocity of earth.
tion, see the explanation of equation (18). Analyzing each
term of this equation into a Fourier series along latitude
circles, we get

(.f(x>)n=(.

cosnx

+b,

J;;

-)J;F

sin nx

,

O_<n_<N--l,

and
cos Nx

V(Z>)N=~N
~

3

;

'

( ~ n = - ( ~ ~ ( V ) ) n - ( s i n s . ( x + 2 ~ ) . ( k x V ) ) n - ( ~ ~ ) n + ( F ) .Multiplyingeach term onboth sides of equation (22)
by (V), and applying the zond mean operator, we obtain
(22)
where ( )n denotes the Fouriercomponentswithwave
a==T(n)+P(n)-D(n)
at
(23)
number n . For example, if one expresses a function f(2)
in terms of its Fourier components,
where
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respect to wave number k:
-R

S(n)=-l

m

-H

T ( k ) d k = L T(k)dk

since S( a)=0.)
Further examination of the nonlinear effect inthe
that there is very little net
transfer of energy from medium wave numbers to higher
wave numbers. Instead, most of the energy, which is converted by baroclinic instability in the medium wave number range, is transferred to the low wave number range.
Although the rate of change of the zonal kinetic energy
is not shown in this figure, it is evident that the rate of
energy transfer to zonal kinetic energy is significantly
FIGURE
27.-Latitude-height distribution of the rate of eddy dissipation (--".F")
in
the
N4OM atmosphere.
Units,
joules
large as demonstrated later by the energy box diagram
cm-2 mb-1 day".
of figure 59. According to Starr (1953), this net transfer of
energy from synoptic scale eddies to the zonal current is
the main agent for maintaining the existing level of zonal
a net
kinetic energy inthe
actualatmosphere.Such
and
transfer
is
missing
in
the
N2OM
atmosphere.
x
(F)n .
D(n)=-(V)n
I n recent discussions of two-dimensional turbulence,
Kraichnan (1967) and Leith (1968) noted that two kinds
E(n) denotes the kinetic energy of eddies with longitudinal
of inertial ranges could formally be defined, that is, that
wave number n; T(n),P(n), and D(n) are the nonlinear
ofKolmogoroff in which energy is transferredthrough
inertia term, the production term, and
dissipation term,
wave number space, and a new one in which mean square
respectively. These termsare computed along each latitude
vorticity, but not energy, is transferred. The firstleads
circle. The values of V, BD,(V),
v+,and F at each latitude to
the familiar minus 513 power law. Kraichnan predicts
circle areobtained by interpolating between the grid
the development of aminus 513 power range at wave
points on the stereographic map. The Fourier coefficients
numbers lower than those of the energy source and the
are then obtained. Because of this interpolation, the sum
development of a minus 3 power range at wave numbers
of the contributions from all wave numbers is not neceshigher
than those of energy sources. In the former,
N
H
kinetic
energy istransferred to large scale, whereas in
sarilycorrect. For example, E T ( % ) should be equal to
TL=l
the latter, no kinetic energy is transferred toward small
the magnitude of the energy transfer from the zonal to scales. The recent results from a numerical time integrathe eddy kinetic energy. However, the former turned out tion of the barotropic vorticity equation by Lilly (1968)
tobe significantly larger thanthelatterinthe
moist seem to substantiate the theory of Kraichnan and Leith.
model atmospheres due to the interpolation. Since we are
Figure 30 shows the spectrum of eddy kinetic energy
analyzing the period of quasi-equilibrium, the following in the latitude belt ranging from 15" to 81"of the N4OM
approximate relation should hold:
model. I n the high-frequency parts of the spectrum, the
slope of theplottingindicatesapproximatelyminus
3
T(n)t+P(n):-D(n)t= O .
power which is not
substantially
different from
Kraichnan's. Thisresult
is not inconsistentwith
the
I n our analysis, this is not necessarily satisfied.
smallness
of
the
energy
cascade
in
the
high-frequency
I n figure 29, the hemispheric mean values of these
of longitudinal wave range. It is interesting that such a slope emerges despite
termsare
shown as afunction
of kinetic energy by the nonlinear viscosity
number. The distributions for the N4OM model and for the depletion
in the model atmosphere. The spectral distribution of the
the N2OM model are given in the upper and lower parts
of the figure. I n the N4OM atmosphere, t,here are signifi- eddy kinetic energy of the geostrophic wind in the actual
atmosphere, which was computed by Wiin-Nielsen (19671,
cant differences between the production P(n)" and the is plotted for the sake of comparison. His spectrum also
-R
dissipation D(n) , particularly in the wave number rhnge indicates a slope of approximately minus 3 power for the
of 4 to 8, where baroclinic instability prevails, and the range of wave numbers larger than 8.
nonlinear t e r n
plays
a
s i m c a n t role in comDissipation spectra-In order to examine the difference
pensatingfor this imbalance. Ontheotherhand,the
between the N4OM model and the N2OM model further,
difference between the production and the dissipation is we shall compare in detail the spectrum of kinetic energy
very small in the N2OM low resolution model, and the
dissipation inthe
two moist model atmospheres. I n
nonlinear term does little in redistributing energy from figure 31 are shown the rates of the dissipation a t various
one wave number to others., (The net transfer of energy wave numbers by horizontal and vertical mixing. This
toward higher wave number components at wave number figure clearly indicates that the horizontal dissipation of
n canbeestimated
by the following integrationwith
kinetic energy takes place not only a t large but also a t

N40M atmospherereveals
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30.-Spectral

distribution of the vertical integral of eddy
kinetic energy of the N4OM model (latitude 15O-8I0). The slanted
lines have a-3.0 slope. The observed spectrum by Wiin-Nielsen
(1967) is also shown.
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FIGURE
29.-Spectral

distribution of the hemispheric mean values
of the nonlinear term T(n), production term P(n), and dissipation term -D(n). Note that thezero line of T ( n ) is different from
the zero lines for the other terms.

small longitudinal wave numbers. In other words, the
rate of horizontal dissipation is significantly large at the
wave numbers of baroclinic instability or atthe wave
numbers where energy is mainly transferred from high
t o low longitudinal wave numbers. This figure also
reveals thatthe relativemagnitude
of dissipation by
horizontal mixing and by vertical mixing deyends upon
the resolution of the model. Alt-hough thepartitioning
differs, the
total
dissipation does not, being mainly
controlled by the energy made available through generarate of vertical
tion. I n the N2OM atmosphere,the
of horizontal
dissipation is much less thantherat,e
dissipation; whereas in the N4OM model, both rates have
comparablemagnitudes.
I n N2OM, theeddykinetic
energy of medium wave numbers is dissipated mainly
in situ by horizontal mixing; whereas in N4OM it is
transferred to lower longitudinal wave numbers where
it isdissipated by both verticalandhorizontal mixing.
The significant decrease of horizontal dissipation
accompanying the increase in theresolution of the horizontal grid indicates that the effective viscosity acting on the

synoptic scale disturbances decreases with increasing
resolution. Since the scale at which t,henonlinear dissipat,ion
is very effective decreases with decreasing grid size, it
is reasonable that dissipation of large-scale motion by
horizont~almixing is larger for the low resolution model
than for the high resolution model. This is themajor
reason w h y the IV@IMat.mosphere has larger eddy kinetic
energy, larger decascade of energy from medium wave
numbers to low wave numbers, and more dissipation by
vertical mixing than the hr2OAd atmosphere. It is expected
that further increase of horizont,al resolution should result in a more realistic atmosphere, because of the greater
separat,ion bet,meen the synoptic scale and t,he scale of
dissipation by horizontal subgrid scale mixing. "H
Spectra of kinetic energy production (-V
v+ ).
Another important factor controlling thespectfum
of
eddykineticenergy
is the production of eddykinetic
energy resulting from t,he conversion of potential energy.'
I n figure 32, the spectra of kinetic energy production of
both models are shown. This figure indicates that magnitude of t,he production in the N4OM atmosphere is significantly larger than in the
NZOM atmosphere in the range
of wave numbers less than 8. The increase of kinetic
energy production at lower wave numbers resulting from
the improvement in the horizontal resolution seems to be
one of the major reasons why the kinetic energy of the
long waves in the N4OM atmosphere is much larger than
in the N2OM atmosphere.
It is rather surprising, however, thatthe maximum
of the two
difference between the productionspectra
2 Note that the hemispheric mean spectrum of the production term is identical with
that of conversion. In practice, thereis some differencemainly because of the error caused
by interpolation and finite differencing.
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FIQURE31.-Hemisphericmean

rates of dissipation by subgrid
scale mixing as a function of wave number for the two models.
Solid and dashed lines indicate the dissipation by horizontal and
vertical mixing, respectively.
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32.Spectral distribution (hemisphericaverage)
of the
rate of change of eddy kinetic energy by the production term

P(4.

with increasing wave numbers. The spectral distribution
of the energy balance components inmiddle latitudes and

in the Tropics of the N4OM model are shownin figure 34.
I n middle latitudes, theprodnction term P(n) is maximum
in the range of wave numbers5 to 7 where the eddy kinetic
models appears a t wave numbers 2 and 3. Since such a
long wave can be represented by a relatively coarse grid, energy of themeridional windis maximum.Theeddy
the doubling of the resolution should hardly improve the dissipation term D(n) is maximum in the range of wave
numbers 1 to 8. The magnitude of the production term
accuracy of representation.Therefore,theimprovement
exceeds the magnitude of the dissipation term in the wave
of the finite-difference representationmay
notbethe
direct cause for this difference in the production spectrum. number range of 4 to 10 and constitutes a net supply of
eddy kinetic energy in this range. This excess of kinetic
As we have pointed out, horizontal dissipation accounts
formost of the dissipation inthe N2OM atmosphere; energy may be mainly transferred to lower wave numbers
whereasinthe
N4OM atmosphere,thecontribution
of (less than 4) barotropically. Although it is not explicitly
verticaldissipationis
increased andthe
contribution shownin this figure, a large amount of energy is also
of horizontal dissipation is decreased. I t is probable that transferred to zonal kinetic energy by this process. This
the differences in the magnitude and in the vertical dis- subject will be discussed again in section 8. There seems
tribution of dissipation between thetwo model atmos- to be a smallcascade of energytowardhigherwave
pheres cause the differences in amplitudes and in the struc- numbers.
In theTropics, boththe dissipationandproduction
ture of the long waves and accordingly cause the differences
in the spectra of production and kinetic energy a t small terms have significant magnitude up t o very large wave
wave numbers.
numbers, suggesting the predominance of small-scale disSpeetra in middle and low latit&s--So
far, we have turbances. As pointed out in study M2, the generation of
discussed the hemisphericmeanspectrum
of various eddyavailablepotential
energy from released heat of
components of the kinetic energy budget. As previously condensation is responsible forsuchdisturbances
with
mentioned, the energetics of middle latitudes are some- wave lengthsof 2000 to 3000 km. It is also interesting that
what different from the energetics of the Tropics. Therethe largestproduction of kinetic energy takesplace in
fore, it is worthwhile to examine the kinetic energy budgetthe range of wave numbers 1 to 5 where the eddy kinetic
for middle latitudes and theTropics separately.
energy is maximum. Since the magnitude of eddy kinetic
The spectraof the eddykinetic energyin both the middleenergy is very small in the Tropics of the dry model, as
latitudes and the Tropics of the N4OM model are shown the results of study M2 indicate, it is clear that the heat
in figure 33. In middle latitudes, the eddy kinetic energy of condensation is responsible for the developmentof such
of the meridional component of the wind is maximum in long waves. It is not clear, however, why such long waves
the range of wave numbers 4 to 8, whereas that of the can develop in the T'lopics of the moist models. Further
zonalcomponent of the wind generally increases with study is necessary in order to establish the mechanism of
decreasing wave numbers.In the Tropics, the eddykinetic the growth of the long waves. In the range of wave numenergy of the zonal component of the wind is a maximum bers 1 to 13, the production of kinetic energy is larger
at low wave numbers ranging from 1 to 5 and is much than dissipation. As was the case in middle latitudes, the
larger than thatof the meridional componentdue probably excess energymay be mostlytransferred to the zonal
current,andtheenergy
transfer toward higherwave
to the effect of the equatorialboundary. Therelative
magnitudes of the two, however, approacheachother
numbers seems to be very small.
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C. VERTICALDISTRIBUTION OF THE ENERGYSPECTRUM

According tothe
comparison between the surface
pressure map and the geopotential height map of the 500mb level of the N40M atmosphere (figs. 16 and IS), the
characteristic scale of waves at the 500-mb level is significantlylarger
thanthat of the disturbancesnear
the
earth's surface. Also, as figure 38 indicates, the characteristic wavelength in the model stratosphere is longer than
in the model troposphere. These results indicate that the
characteristic scale of disturbances of the moist atmosphere generally increases with altitude in the stratosphere
as well as in the troposphere. In order to determine how
the vertical distribution of the energy spectrum is maintained, we shall examine the vertical distribution of the
various componenls of the energy balance in wave number
space.
Applying the hemispheric mean operator and using the
relation

we can transform equation (22) to

The firsttermon
the right-hand side of thisequation
represents the contribution of the nonlinear term to the
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FIQURE34.-Spectral

distribution of the rate of change of eddy
kinetic energy due to the nonlinear term, the production term,
and the dissipation term. Upper half, middle latitudes (36' to 54O
latitude) ; lower half, Tropics (0' to 6' latitude).

change of the kinetic energy of the wind component with
wave number n. The second andthirdtermsrepresent
the contributions of the pressure interaction and conversion terms, respectively, and the fourth term represents
the contribution of dissipation. Figure 35 shows the spectral distributions of the conversion terms at various levels
in the N4OM atmosphere. These distributions represent
the area averages of each term in the latitude belts ranging from 15' to 81' N. The tropical area is not included in
thisaveraging because the vertical distribution of the
energy budget in the Tropics is somewhat different in
middle latitudes.
According to this figure, the characteristic scale of eddy
conversion in the N4OM atmosphere increases with increasing altitudethroughoutthe
troposphere. Inthe
middle troposphere, the eddy conversion is a maximum
around wave numbers 3 to 7; whereas in the upper troposphere it is maximum at wave number 2. Also, the eddy
conversion at higher wave numbers (n> 10) has significant
magnitude in the lower troposphere partly due to condensation, whereas it does not in the uppertroposphere. This
increase of the characteristic scale of conversion with
increasing altitude is consistent with the increase of the
scale of the eddies with height.
Another factor that determines the change of kinetic
energy is the pressure interaction; figure 36 shows the
spectraldistribution of this term. In theupper tropo-
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FIQURE 35.-Spectral
distribution
of the conversion
term
( - ( ~ ) , , ( a ) /at
) variouslevelsin
the N40M atmosphere.Here,
(
)A indicates the average for the area
between 15’ to 81”
latitude.

sphere, that is, above the 500-mb level, the pressure
interaction transfers energy upward. On the other hand,
it transfers energy downward at very small wave numbers
below the 500-mb level. Accordingly, the convergence of
energy takes place above the 300-mb level and below the
the 800-mb level. I n the intermediate layer, between the
300-mb and 800-mb levels, divergence of energy flux takes
place. Above the 300-mb level, upward energy flux by the
pressureinteraction increases its scale with increasing
altitude and helps maintain very long waves in the stratosphere. In the layer of energy divergence (the 300-mb to
800-mb layer),the characteristic scale of the pressure
interaction is very large, andthe energy of very long waves
is depleted. I n short, the pressure interaction contributes
to the increase of the scale of eddies with increasing
altitude above the 850-mb level.
Summing up the contributions of the pressure interaction and of the conversion, we obtain the net rateof the
production of kinetic energy bythe pressuregradient
force. The verticaldistribution of thespectrum of the
rate of the net production is shown in figure 37. This
figure shows that thebaroclinic effect as a whole is responsible for the increase in the scale of eddies with increasing
altitude above the planetary boundary layer. Figure 37
also indicates that the nonlinear transfer counterbalances

this baroclinic effect. I n general, the nonlinear transfer
depletes the energy of medium wave numbers and mainly
increases the energy of the zero wavenumber, that is,
the zonal kinetic energy. I n the free atmosphere the characteristic scale of depletion bythe nonlineartransfer
increases with increasing altitude.
In the planetary boundary layer or below the 850-mb
level, the large convergence of downwald energy flux a t
very low wave numbers contributes to the production of
the energy of very long waves. According to figure 37,
the energy of such long waves, however, is depleted very
rapidly by the dissipation due to the vertical mixing and
surface dragwhich predominate in the planetary boundary
layers. The contribution of the dissipation duetothe
horizontal mixing is relatively small. Since the dissipation
by surface drag is proportional to the cube of the wind
speed and since the kinetic energy of the surface wind
increases with decreasing wave number, the dissipation
by vertical mixing and surface dragincreases with decreasing wave number. Therefore, vertical mixing dissipates
the kinetic energy of very long waves and counterbalances
the production in the planetary boundary layer.
The basic cause for the increase of the scale of the disturbanceswithheightinthetroposphere
of the moist
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’

theleft,middle,andrightdiagrams,respectively.Here,

model becomes evident if we compare the characteristic
scale of disturbances of the moist atmosphere with that of
the dry atmosphere. Figure 38 shows such a comparison.
We notethat the dependence of the effective wave number
on height is hardly detectable in the NdOD troposphere,
whereas it is evident in the NdOM troposphere. One can
also identify the effect of condensation on thespectral
distribution of the eddy conversion by comparing the
conversion spectra of the N4OD atmosphere shown in
figure 39 with those of the N4OM atmosphere shown in
figure 35. I n the N4OD troposphere, the conversion spectra
have a distinct maximum at wave number 5, whereas in
the moist N4OM troposphere, it spreads over a wider
range of wave numbers. These results explain why intense
large-scale cyclones dominate the map of surface pressure
of the N4OD atmosphere and less intense, smaller scale
cyclones areevident inthe corresponding map of the
N4OM model. Also, the comparison between figures 35
and 39 seems to show that the effects of condensation
tend to develop ultralong waves particularly in the upper
troposphere.

(

)” indicatesthe

In order to compare the energetics of stratospheric and
of various
tropospheric mot,ion, spectraldistributions
components of the kinetic energy budget for the model
stratosphere and those for the whole model atmosphere
are given in figure 40. I n the model stratosphere (levels
1 and 2 ) , eddy kinetic energy is mainly produced at wave
numbers 2 and 3 by the pressure interactions. This eddy
kinetic energy is transferred in turn bo the kinetic energy
of the zonal flow inertially by nonlinear transfer. On the
other ha.nd, the eddy kinetic energy of the troposphere is
mainly fed by the conversion from eddy potential energy
in the range of wave numbers between 2 and 8. A significant part of this eddy kinetic energy is transferred to
zonal kinetic energy by the decascade. I n summary, the
zonal kinetic energy of the model stratosphere is maintained by t,he transfer of energy from very long waves;
whereas in the troposphere the energy of the zonal currgnt
is acquired from the waves of medium wave numbers
between 2 and 8. Similar results have been obtained by
Teweles (1963) and Saltzman and Teweles (1964) for the
actual atmosphere. They computed the energy exchange

_
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FIQURE38.-Vertical distribution of the effective wave number in
the N4OM and N40D atmospheres areshown by solid and dashed
lines, respectively. (See subsection 4D for the exact definition of
the effective wave number n.) In order to exclude the tropical
eddies from the analysis, the effective wave number is computed
for the area between 15O and 81° latitude.

WAVE NUMBER

among the waveswith different wavenumbersbythe
barotropic processes and obtained results similar to those
described here.
7. BUDGET OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM,

FIGUKE39."Speotrd distribution of the conversion
term
(-(o)&)/)
at various levels in the N40D atmosphere.Hem,
(
)" indicates the average for the area between 15' and 81°
latitude.

HEAT, AND MOISTURE
Before discussing the budget of various quantities, it
is desirableto define thetransport of anyquantity g
by the large-scale eddies and the meridional circulation.
The poleward transport of g by large-scale eddies is
given by the expression

and the poleward transport of p by meridional circulation
is given by the expression

phere, this "transport" is almost as large as the largescale eddy
transport
in
low latitudes. In the
high
resolution model (NdOM), ithas negligible magnitude
indicating the drastic decrease in the effective Reynolds
stress as a result of the doubling of the horizontal resolution. On the other hand, the magnitude of the poleward
transport by large-scale eddies markedly increased as a
result of the change of the resolution and coincides very
well withthe estimatesobtainedby
StarrandWhite
(1954).

The latitude-height distribution of the poleward transport of angular momentum by large-scale eddies in the
N40M atmosphere is shownin figure 42. In general,
this distributionisrealisticand
reasonable. (For the
p ) is the
where PMM is maximumsurfacepressureand
observed distribution see fig. 6B1 of study S.) There is,
meridional component of the wind.
however, one curiousfeature, that is, theequatorward
transport of angular momentum by the large-scale eddies
A. ANGULAR MOMENTUM
in the Tropics. Although such equatorward
transport is
Transport-The latitudinal distributions of the vertical missing inthe
annualmeanstatistics
of the angular
integral of poleward transport of angular momentum by
momentumtransportintheactualatmosphere
which
lave-scale eddies, meridional circulation,
and
subgrid
(1954), it is evident
were obtained by Starr and White
scale Reynolds stress in the N4OM atmosphere are con- in the distribution recently obtained by Rasmusson and
trasted with those in the N2OM atmosphere in figure 41. by Oort (1970). This equatorward transport in the model
This figure shows that one of the important differences atmosphere is probably accomplished by tropical disbetween thetwo models lies in the magnitude of the sub- turbances which were discussed in previous sections and
grid scale transport,. In the low resolution N2OM atmos- in study M2.
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40."spectral distributions of the contribution of each term to the rateof change of eddy kinetic energy. Level 1 (PIP*=0.009),
level 2 (P/P*=O.O74)
,and the vertical integral
of the whole atmosphere. Units,10-3 ergs cm-* mb-1 sec-1. Results shown are hemispheric
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Budget-The latitudinaldistributions of therates of
change of angular momentum in the N4OM model atmosphere by various factors are shown in figure 43. Poleward
of 35" latitude, the contribution of the large-scale eddies
and of the surface torque have opposite signs and almost
of 35" latitude,the
cancel each other.Equatorward
meridional circulation plays a significant role and affects
the budget of angular momentum together withthe largescale eddies and surface torque.
I n order to find out how the distribution of momentum
exchange between the earth's surface and the atmosphere
is affected by the horizontal resolution of the finite differences, the latitudinal distributions of surfacetorquein
the N4OM and N2OM models are compared in figure 44.
375-632 0

- 70 - 4

The corresponding distribution of the N2OD dry model is
also shown. This figure demonstrates that the intensity
of momentum exchanges between the earth's surface and
the atmosphere is much larger for the N4OM model than
This
for the N2OM model a t extratropicallatitudes.
difference in intensity is consistent with the difference in
distributions of zonal mean surface pressure of the two
models. As figure 7 indicates, the surface pressure has a
in the N4OM model
much largerlatitudinalvariation
than in the N2OM model. This difference accounts for the
difference in the intensity of the surface zonal wind and,
accordingly, accounts for the difference in the magnitude
of surface torque. As aforementioned, the magnitude of
poleward transport of momentum by large-scale eddies
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FIGURE41.-Latitudinaldistributions
of the poleward transport
of angular momentum by large-scale eddies, meridional circulation, and subgrid scale Reynolds stress (H.D.). The rates of the

3-

polewardtransport of angularatmosphere,estimatedbyStarr
and White (1954), are also plotted.
-3-4

increases markedly with increased horizontal resolution.
I n middle and high latitudes, this increase compensates
for the corresponding increase in the magnitudeof surface
torque mentioned above.
The latitude-height distribution of the rate of change
of angularmomentum
bythe
meridional circulation,
large-scale eddies, and subgrid scale mixing in the NdOM
atmosphere is shown in figure 45. I n the boundary layer,
the contributions of vertical mixing and meridional circulationalmostcompensate
each other,andthe
effect of
the large-scale eddies is relativelysmall. I n the free atmosphere, large-scale eddies play a major role and havealmost
the same magnitude but the opposite sign as the meridional circulation. Furthermore,the
effects of vertical
andhorizontal mixing areverysmallthere.A
similar
feature of the momentumbalance was evidentin the
N20D model atmosphere described in study S. Recently,
Wiin-Nielsen and Vernekar (1967) investigated the angular momentum balance and found, similar characteristics
of compensation in theactual atmosphere.Contrasting
figure 45 with the upper half of figure 5, which shows the
distribution of the zonal mean of the zonal current, we
find the following: The momentum transfer by the largescale eddies contributes toward intensifying the northern
half of the tropospheric jet, and the momentum transfer
by the meridional circulation helps intensify the southern
half of the jet. I n the stratosphere, the convergence of
angularmomentum transport by the large-scale eddies
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FIGURE
43.-Latitudinal distributions
of the rate of change of the
angularmomentuminthe
N4OM atmospherebymeridional
circulations, largescale eddies, subgrid scale horizontal Reynolds
stress (H.D.), and surface torque.

is mainly responsible for the intensification of thejet,
while the effect of the meridional circulation weakens the
intensity of the jet stream.
6. HEAT

Transport-The latitudinaldistributions
of the poleward transport of heat by the large-scale eddies and by
subgrid scale mixing in the N4OM and the N2OM atmospheres are shown in figure 46. Again, the relative magnitude of thetransport
bythe subgrid scale mixing is
significantly reduced bythe increase of thehorizontd
resolution, while theheattransportbythe
large-scale
eddies is increased. The percentage increase, however, is
not as largeasin
the case of the angularmomentum
transport.
of the
I n figure 47, the latitude-heightdistribution
poleward transport of heat by thelarge-scale eddies in the
N4OM atmosphere is compared with that in the actual
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atmosphere, which was estimated byStarr andWhite
(1954). Although thelatitude
of maximum poleward
transport in the N4OM model is located to the sout'h of
the maximum observed inthe
atmosphere,thereare
various features of the model atmospheredistribution
that agree with those of the actual atmosphere. For example, the poleward transportin middle latitudeshas
maxima a t two different levels. The primary maximum is
located a t about the 900-mb level, and a secondary maximum at about the 200-mb level, in agreement with observation. Another interesting feature of the model distribution is the weak equatorwardtransport of heatinthe
subtropics.Preliminary
analysis of 5 yr of databy
Rasmusson and Oort (1970) shows that the actual atmosphere has similar features. A poleward transport of heat,
however, appears in the model Tropics.
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The latitude-height distribution of the upward transport
UrrmDf
of heat by thelarge-scale eddies in the N4OM atmosphere
is shown in figure 48. It has two tropospheric maxima, one
in middle latitudes and another in the Tropics. The latitudes of these maxima correspond well with those of the
maximum poleward transport of heat which maybe
identified in the upper partof figure 47. In the subtropics,
the vertical transport is very small or even negative. This
region of small vertical heat transport corresponds to the
region of weak equatorward heat transport by the largescale eddies mentioned earlier. In the stratosphere of the
N4OM model, downward transport appears, but its magnitude is very small.
Heat balance-The latitudinal distributions of the vertical integral of various heat balancecomponents of the
N4OM atmosphere are shown in figure 49. I n the Tropics,
the heating by condensation and convection is compensated through the cooling by meridional circulation and
radiation. In thesubtropics, the heating due to the downurn
ward-moving branch of themeridional circulation is counterbalanced mainly by radiative cooling. I n middle latitudes, FIQURE4S.-Latitude-height distributions of the rate of change
of angular momentum by various components in the N4OM
the heat of condensation is mostly compensated by radiaatmosphere. Units, 1012 gm cmz sec-1 day+ mb-1. Upper third,
tive cooling. In high latitudes, the heating resulting from
meridional circulation; middle third,large-scale eddies; lower
the convergence of the poleward flux of heat bylarge-scale
third, Reynolds stress by vertical and horizontal subgrid scale
eddies is compensated mainly by radiative cooling.
mixing.
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FIGURE46.-Latitudinaldistributions
of thepolewardtransport
of sensibleheatby
the large-scaleeddies
(Eddy)andbythe
subgrid scale horizontal mixing (H.D.). Upper half, the N4OM
atmosphere; lower half, the N2OM atmosphere. The eddy transport values obtained by Starr and White (1954) are also plotted.

FIQURE47.-Latitude-height
distribution of thepolewsrdtrsnsport of heat by the large-scale eddies in units of 10'' joules mb-1
day". Lower half, actual atmosphere (Starr and White
1954) ;
upper half, the N4OM atmosphere.

a distinct double maximum,
one in the Tropics and another
in middle latitudes. The former is caused by the tropical
rainbelt,andthelatterismaintainedbythe
middleThe latitude-height distributions of the rate of temper- latitude rain belt. As one would expect, the heating due
ature change due to radiation, condensation and convec- tomoist convection andcondensationpenetratesmuch
tion,meridionalcirculation,and
large-scale eddies are higher in the Tropics than in middle latitudes.
The mass integrals of various heat balance components
shown in figure 50. This figure clearly indicates how the
heat balanceismaintainedin
the various parts of the have been embodied into box diagrams for both theN4OM
atmosphere. For example, the contribution of radiative and theN2OM atmospheres. These are shown infigure 51.
transfer and condensation is relatively small in the lower We seethat the heatbalance of the hemisphereas a whole
the resolution of the horizontal
stratosphere, while the effect of large-scale eddies has dependsslightlyupon
almost the same magnitude but
opposite sign as that of the finite differences. However, the rate of heat released by
meridional circulation. As previously discussed, the strato- condensation is larger in the N4OM atmosphere than in
spheric flow field is not driven by the meridional heating the N2OM atmosphere.
contrast but by the
energy flow from the troposphere.
C. WATER
This is why a significant level of eddy kinetic energy is
2'ransport"The latitudinal distribution of the poleward
maintained there, despite the weak heating contrast. The
relationships between the thermal structure of the strato- transport of moisture by the meridional circulation, largeN4OM
sphere andthe variousthermodynamicalfactors
were scale eddies, and bysubgrid scalemixing in both the
figure 52. The
(1968) and and theN20M atmosphere are compared in
discussed extensively by Manabe and Hunt
poleward transport of moisture by large-scale eddies is
will not be repeated here.
In thetroposphere of the N4OM model, the rateof tem- affected slightly by the change of horizontal resolution,
perature change due to condensation and convection has although in middle latitudesthe eddy transport is slightly
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of theverticalmeantemperature changes, which are due t o radiation, heat of condensstionandconvection,meridionalcirculation,Iarge-scaleeddies,
and subgrid scale diffusion (H.D.) in the N4OM atmosphere.

larger in the N4OM than in the N20M atmosphere. It is
rather interesting that the degree of the dependence upon is precipitated in the middle-latitude rain belt. I n high
the horizontal resolution is not the same for momentum, latitudes, the influx of moisture by the large-scale eddies
heat, or moisture transport by the large-scale eddies. The is counterbalanced by precipitation.
moisture transport is least affected.
Finally, the hemispheric water balance of both models
is tabulated in figure 56. Again, this table indicates that
The poleward transport of moisturebytheindirect
meridional circulation cell in middle latitudes increases the intensity of the hydrologic cycle in the N4OM model
significantly as a result of the intensification of this cell is slightly greater than in the N2OM model. I n general,
caused by the change of resolution; whereas, the equator- the magnitude of vertical motion is larger in the N4OM
ward transport by the tropical Hadley cellis affected only than in the N2OM atmosphere. The difference in the inslightly. The poleward transport of moisture by the subgrid tensity of vertical mixing of moisture by large-scale eddies
scale mixing decreases significantly as a result
of the change may be responsible for the difference in the intensity of
of the horizontal resolution,as mas also the case with heat the hydrologic cycle mentioned above.
and momentum.
of the poleward D.EDDYTRANSPORT IN DRY MODELS AND MOlSl MODELS
The latitude-height
distributions
transports of moisture by the large-scale eddies and by
In the preceding subsections, we havecompared the
the meridional circulationareshownin
figure 53. I t is distributions of the poleward transport of angular mointeresting that the direction of theeddytransport
of mentum, heat, and moisture by large-scale eddies in the
moisture in the model stratosphere is opposite inthe
N4OM atmosphere with those in the N2OM atmosphere.
model troposphere. In the
stratosphere,
moisture
is In t'his subsection we shall compare some of these distritransportedequatorward. The moisturebalance of the butions with those in the
dry model (N2OD and N4OD)
stratosphere has already been discussed in the study M. atmospheres, because dry models are widely used for
Refer to study M for further details of water balance in various purposes. Figure 57 shows thelatitudinal disthe model stratosphere.
tributions of the poleward transport of angular momenBudget-The latitudinaldistributions of precipitation tumby large-scale eddies inthefourdifferentmodel
and evaporation of the N4OM and the N2OM atmospheres atmospheres.This figure demonstrates that the magniare shown in figure 54. This figure shows that the dif- tude of the poleward transport of angular momentum is
ference between these distributions in the two models is influenced verymarkedlybytheincorporation
of the
rather small. Therefore, we shall describe thewater
hydrologic cycle as well as by the changein the horizontal
balance of the N4OM model only. The latitudinal distri- resolution. The magnitude of the poleward eddytransbutions of various water balance components are shown
N2OD model atmosphere
port of angular momentum in the
in figure 55. In the Tropics, the moisture supplied by the happens to be very realistic because the poor horizontal
meridionalcirculationandbyevaporationis
consumed resolution compensates for the absence of the hydrologic
by the precipitation of the tropical rain belt. I n the sub- cycle. Accordingly, furtherimprovement
of the horitropics, the moisture gained by evaporation is removed zontal resolution results in a very large and highly unmainlyby meridionalcirculation. I n middle latitudes, realistic magnitude of transport in the N@D atmosphere.
moisture supplied by evaporation and large-scale eddies In short, we obtained superficially realistic results from
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MERIDIONAL ClRCUlATlON

EDDIES

.

,074-

FIQURE
5O.-Latitude-height

distributions of the rates of temperature change which are due to various components of the heat balance
("C day") in the NdOM atmosphere.

an unrealistic model. Underthesecircumstances,
it is
highly desirable to perform integrations with still higher
resolutions (say N80M) tomakesure
that the N4OM
results are asymptotically stable.
The latitudinal distributions of the poleward transport
of heat by large-scale eddies in the variousmodel a b
mospheresare also shown in figure 58. Note thatthe
incorporation of the hydrologic cycle significantly affects
themagnitude of the poleward transport of heat.The
poleward transport of latent energycontributestoa
reduction in the meridional temperature gradient in the
moist
atmospheres
compared
with
dry
models and,
of poleward eddytransport
of
accordingly, therate
sensible heat is reduced. I t is noteworthy, however, that
the doubling of the resolution from N20 to N4O has as
much effect upon the poleward transport of heat as the
moist process does.

8. BUDGET OF ENERGY

It is known that the zonal kinetic energy in the atmosphereismaintainedagainstdissipationmainlybythe
of energy fromthe largenonlinearbarotropictransfer
scalequasi-twodimensional eddies to the zonal current
(Starr 1953). Such a transfer of energy is evident in the
energy diagram for the actual atmosphere, which has been
compiled by Oort (19643) and shown infigure 60. The corresponding energy diagramforthe
N2OM atmosphere
(fig. 59) shows that the flow of kinetic energy is in the
oppositedirection, that is, the zonal kineticenergy is
transferred into eddy kineticenergy. The zonal kinetic
energy is maintained against dissipationby the conversion
of the zonal potential energy into zonal kinetic energy. As
discussed in section 6, this unrealistic featureof the energy
transfer is attributed mainly to the excessive subgrid scale
dissipation operatingin this coarse resolution moist
model.
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FIGURE
51."Box diagrams of heat balance of the N4OM and the
N2OM atmosphere. The lower and upper boundaries of the boxes
of the atmosphere,
indicatetheearth'ssurfaceandthetop
respectively;NSR,netsolarradiation;NLR,net
long wave
C,
radiation; SH, sensibleheat flux fromtheearth'ssurface;
heat of condensation. Units, ly min-1.
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the barotropic net energy exchange is of significant magnitude, energy is transferred from eddyto zonal kinetic
energy and contributes to the maintenanceof zonal kinetic
energy in agreement with the behavior of the actual at-201
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
90
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20
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0
mosphere. This is one of the most fundamental improveLATITUDE
ments resulting from the increased horizontal resolution.
FIGURE52.-Latitudinaldistributions
of thepolewardtransport
One of the interesting features of the energy balance of
of moisturebymeridionalcirculation,large-scaleeddies,
and the moist model atmosphere is the conversion from zonal
subgrid scale diffusion (H.D.). The estimates of the annual mean potential to zonal kinetic energy. Although the zonal conpoleward transport in the actual atmosphere obtained by Peixoto
version in the N4OM atmosphere is smaller than that of
(1958) and PeixotoandCrisi
(1965) are also plotted.Upper
the N2OM model, there is no doubt that it has a positive
half, N 4 0 M atmosphere; lower half, N2OM atmosphere.
valuewith
significant magnitude. In thedry
model
atmospheres (Phillips 1956, Smagorinsky 1963, N2OD and
N4OD atmospheres), energy istransferred
from zonal
In the N4OM atmosphere, where the effect of the hori- kinetic energy to zonal available potential energy. This
zontal subgrid scale mixing is less dominating and where negative conversion is particularlylarge in the N4OD
-10
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FIGURE
54.-Latitudinal

distributions of the rates of Precipitation
and evaporation.
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FIGULE57.-Latitudinal
distributions of polewardtransport
of
angular momentum by the large-scale eddies in various models.
Therates of transportintheactual
atmosphere,whichwere
obtained by Buch (1954), are also plotted.
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FIGURE55.-Latitudinal distributions of the various water balance
components of the N4OM atmosphere, t h a t is, condensation,
evaporation, meridional circulation, largescale eddies, and subgrid scale horizontal mixing (H.D.).

atmosphere. As it is evident in table 3, which shows the
intensity of meridional circulations in both the dry and
the moist models, the condensation process helps to intensify the directtropical cell and weaken the indirect
Ferrel cell in middle latitudes. As pointed out in studyM,
the heatof condensation released in the upward branchof

the Hadley cell is expected to increase the intensity of the
cell. Also, the poleward transport of latent energy acts to
reduce the meridional temperature gradient and, accordingly, the degree of baroclinic instability which drives the
indirect Ferrel cell. Both of these changes caused by moist
processes help to increase the release of zonal available
potential energy into zonal kinetic energy and prevent the
zonal conversion in the moist atmospheres frombecoming
negative.
It is very dBcult to estimate the value of the zonal
conversion intheactualatmosphere
because the wind
components involved in the meridional circulationare
very small. According to the energy diagram, compiled
by Oort (1964b) and shown in figure 60, this conversion
has a small positive value, although
the accuracy of his
estimate of this determination is so unreliable that small
negative values are within the limits of the probable dispersion in the estimate. As described previously, the zonal
conversion of potential energy in the N4OM atmosphere
has apositivevalue
of sigdicant magnitude and contributes to the maintenance of zonal kinetic energy. Although it is not certain whether the positive conversion
of such magnitude takes
place in the actualatmosphere, it is
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heat of condensation and convection in the N4OM atmosphere. According to this figure, there are two regions of
large generation, one in middle latitudes and another in
the Tropics. Figure 62 is a schematic illustmting a typical
developing cyclone in middle latitudes. I n such a cyclone,
a thermaltroughislocatedto
the west of a pressure
trough. Since condensation usually takes place eastward
of the trough, a positivecorrelation exists between the
A STARR t WHITE
heat of condensation and t,emperature. Acc.ordingly, the
heat, of condensationgenerates eddy availablepotential
energy in middle latitudes.The
mechanismfor
generatingeddyavailablepotentialenergyinthe
model
Tropics is somewhat different in middle latitudes and is
extensively discussed in study M2. In the model Tropics,
the eddy available potential energy is genelated
by the
heat of c.ondensation, which is released in tropical cyclones
with warm cores in the upper troposphere. According to
our crude estimate, t,he generation in the middle latitudes
accounts for two-thirds of the total eddy generation and
the generation in the Tropics corers the remainder. It is
probable that the eddy generation due t o condensation
at,mosphere,
has n significant magnitudeintheactual
although the energy diagram of Oort suggestasotherwise.
Finally, t,he energy budget
of the st'rntosphere of the
LV~OAG!astmosphere isshon-n in figure 63. Themajor
LATITUDE
source of eddy kinetic energy in the stratosphere comes
FIGURE
58.-Latitudinaldistributions
of poleward transport of
from the tropospherethrough the pressure intertictions
sensible heatbythe
large-scaleeddies invarious model.<. The
( - - ~ ' 4 ' ' ) .The majorsink of eddy kineticenergy isthe transrates of transport in the actual atmosphere, which ;\--ereobtaincd
fer
to zonal kinetic energy which in turn is converted into
by Starr and White (1954), are also plotted as solid triangles.
zonal potential energy. The zonalpotentialenergyis
destroyed by radiative damping ( Q R ) or transferred into
eddy potential energy. Qualitatix-ely, similar features were
for the dry general circulation model discussed in
found
highly unlikely t.hat the zonal convcrsion in the actual :itS.
In summary, the major source of energy in the
st#udy
mosphere has such a large negative valueas does the N4OD
atmosphere because of condensation. In view of the signifi- stratosphere is the troposphere rather t,han an in situ
of the zonal conversion of potential energy, and themajor consumption
cant difference between themagnitudes
conversion in t,he hT40A4and t'he N2OM atmosphere and of energy is accomplished by the radiative dampingof t,he
in view of the highly idealized nature of the lower boundary zontd available pot,ential energy as well a s by the dissipacondit.ions chosen for the present model, it is desirable to tion of kinetic energy. There is one significant difference
reevaluat'ethis termafterfurtherimprovement
of the bet,\veen the energy budget of tmhe
N40M st'ratosphere and
model.
the energy budget, of the actual stratosphere which \vas
Another notable feature of t,he energy diagram of t,he determined by Oort ( 1 9 6 4 ~ ) .In the model atmosphere,
moist model is t,he large generation of the eddy availnble energy is transferred fromzonal to eddy svailablepotentia.1
potent,ialenergy dueto condensation a.nd convection. energr, \vhereas the re\-erse is true in the actual atmosI n the moist model atmospheres, theeddy
available phere. This discrepancy is related to insufficient poleward
potential energy is maintained despite
its Iarge conrersion heat trnnsport by large-scale eddies and, ac.cordingly, to
into eddy kinetic energy by the following processes:
the insufficient increase of temperature wit'h increasing
1) The transfer of t,he zonal available pot,ential energy latitude in the lower stratosphere. Recently, Manabe and
into the eddy available potential energy.
Hunt (1968) performed :m int,egration wit.h a dry general
2) Generation of theeddyarailablepotentialenergy
H high vertical
resolution
and
circulation modelwit,h
by heat of condensation and convection.
suc,cessfullyobtztined a sufficient, latitudinal increase of
Comparing the energy diagram of the dry NdOD model t'emperc'ture. In their model atmosphere, a counterwith the energy diagram of the moist N4OM model, me gradient' poleward flus of heat. by t.helarge-scale eddies
find that the conversion of zonal to eddy m d a b l e poten- predominates, and energy transfer of significant magnitial energyin theN4OD atmosphere is largerthan in N4OM h d e from eddyto zonalttvailable
potent,ial energy is
and NgOM, compensating for the lack of eddy genemtion maint.ained in agreement, withobservation.Therefore,
by the heat of condensation and convection.
an inc,rease of vert,ical resolut,ion seems t.o be necessary
Figure 61 shows the latitude-height distribution of the for a satisfactorysimulation
of the energetics of t'he
rate of generation of availablepotentialenergy
by the st,ratosphere.
I
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diagrams of energetics of the various model atmospheres. &,-, generation of available potential energy by condensation
and convection (hcre, convection includes the sensible heat flux from the earth’s surface); Q R , generation of available potential energy
by radiation; QZ, sum of Q R and Qc; H , destruction of availablc potential energy by the horizontal subgrid scale mixing;,,F, destruction of kinetic energy by the horizontal, subgrid scale mixing; @,
destruction of kinetic energy by the vertical subgrid scale mixing.
Units of exchange, 10-3 joules cm-2 mb-1 day”; units of energy (in boxes), joules cm-2, See study S for the mathematical expression of
the transfer term.

FIGURE
59.-Box

9. SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

The decrease of the horizontal grid size from 500 t o 250
km increases the accuracy of the dynamical computation.
For example, inthe low resolution N2OM model, the
fronts are not very sharp and
the bands of frontal rain
are wide and diffuse. On the ot,her hand, the surface fronts
in the high resolution N4OM model have highly realistic
structures.Theyarecharacterizedby
dense concentrations of isotherms,narrowbands
of frontalrain,and
associated cyclone families. Further reduction in the
horizontal grid size seems to bedesirable in order t’oresolve
sufficient.lythe structure of cyclone families.
The comparison between the atmosphereswithand
without the effects of the selective heating of condensation
indicates thatthe
moist processes are responsible for
sharpening the fronts and reducing the scale of cyclones

in the lower troposphere. In the dry model atmosphere,
the characteristic scale of the cyclones near the earth’s
surface is comparablewith thatat the 500-mb level;
whereas inthe moist model atmosphere, the scale of
low-level cyclones is significantly smaller thanthat of
the disturbances in the upper troposphere.
According to an harmonic analysis, the dissipation of
eddy kinetic energy by horizontal subgrid scale viscosity
prevails not only at the grid scale but also a t larger scales.
Since the scale a t which the horizontal dissipation is most
effective decreases with decreasing grid size, the eddy
kinetic energy of the large-scale disturbances is dissipated
more effectively in the low resolution N2OM atmosphere
than in the high resolution N4OM atmosphere. I n the
N2OM atmosphere, thetotal dissipation, which is the
sum of the horizontal andthe verticaldissipation, is
almost equal to the rate of conversion from potential to
kinetic energy at each wave number. Accordingly, there is
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FIGURE
61.-Latitude-height distribution of the rate of generation
of availablepotential energybycondensation
and convection
in the N4OM ntmosphere. Units, ergs cm-2 sec-l mb-1.
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diagram of energetics of the actual atmosphere
compiledby Oort, (1964b). QgH, sum of QR,Qc, and H ; for 3
further explanation, seefigure 59.
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little net transfer of energy between eddies of different,
scales. I n t8heN4OM atmosphere, the ra,te of total conversion issomewhatgreater
thanthe dissipation rate at.
medium wave numbers. The excess energy converted at
medium wave numbers is for the most part t,ransferred
barotropically to very long waves and t,o t'he zonal current.
This comparison between the energetics of the two model
atmospheres indicates that the horizontal viscosity tends
to dissipate the kinetic energy of large-scale eddies which
should otherwise be transferred to eddies with lower
wave numbersthrough t,he barotropic process. Furthermore, it should be noted that the rate of conversion of
potential energy a t lower wave numbers is much larger
in the N4OM at>mospherethan in the N20M atmosphere
which probably results from the difference in the character
of the horizontal dissipation mentAionedabove. Owing to
the differences in the spectra.1 distributions of dissipation,
conversion, andbarotropic energy exchange, the kinet,ic
energy is larger and more realistic in the N4OM atmosphere than in the N N M atmosphere a t low as well as
high wave numbers.
Since the scales of horizontal dissipation overlap with
those of conversion from potential t,o kinetic energy as
indicated above, the horizontrtl nonlinear viscosit'y is not
operatingin
theinertialsubrangefor
which it mas
designed. Furthermore,the typica.1 inertialsubrange of

FIGURE
63."Box diagram illustrating the energetics of the stratosphere of the 1 V 4 O N model. Units of energy (in boxes), joules
cm-2 mb-1 (see fig. 59 for details).

three-dimensional eddies should not be realized a t grid
scale in any event because t,he horizontal mesh interval
is much larger t.han the equivalent depth of the atmosphere. Recently, Leith (1969) proposed a formulation of
a horizont,al eddy viscosity based upon the dimensional
analysis of two-dimensional turbulence. Since his version
of nonlinear \-iscosity is more scale-selective than the one
adopted for thisstudy, t'he choice of his formulation
should decrease the dissipnt.ion of synoptic. scale eddies.
Whichever formulation we may use, it, seems to be highly
desirable to increase the resolution of horizontalfinite
differencing further. Such an increase not only improves
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the accuracy of the horizontal finite differencing but also the underlyingtroposphere. Some of theeddykinetic
separates the scale of subgrid scale dissipation from the energy is then transferred to the zonal kinetic energy by
scales of baroclinic instability.
means of a barotropicnonlinear decasca.de. It is very
interesting
thatthemagnitude
-of thetransfertoward
Anotheralternativeistorepresenttheequation
of
is
extremely
small as compared with
higher
n-ave
numbers
motion by spherical harmonics as Platzman (1960) prothe
magnitude
of
the
transfer
toward
low wave numbers.
posed and systematically truncate the higher wave number
I
n
the
Tropics,
the
eddy
kinetic
energy
is produced
components,thereby avoiding the explicit use of horimainly
by
the
release
of
eddy
available
potential
energy
zontal viscosity. One can show that suchsystematic
generated
by
the
heat
of
condensation.
Although
the
rate
truncation of the series does not deplete kinetic energy
is
u
maximum
a
t
very
lorn
wave
numbers,
of
conversion
from the system. According to Kraichnan (1967), a twodimensional cascade of energy at wavenumbers higher the conversion spectrumextendstoverylargewave
than those of the energy source does not exist when the numbers.
I n conclusion, thedynamicalstructure
of the moist
energyspectrumhasattainedtheequilibriumdistribumodel
at,mosphere
becomes
highly
realistic
as
a result of
tion. It,was shown t'hat, sucha cascade is very small in the
the
reduction
of
the
grid
size,
which
in
midlatitudes
is
N4OM atmosphere.Therefore,
the use of orthogonal
approximately
from
500
to
250
km,
although
further
functions may be one of the attractive ways t o avoid this
increase of the resolution of horizontal finite differences
difficulty.
A major emphasis of this study was a detailed analysis seems to be desirable.
of the various components of energy transfer in the moist
APPENDIXI-SCHEME
OF NUMERICAL
model atmospheres. In the N20M model, the decascade
TIMEINTEGRATION
of eddy to zonal kinetic energy is missing because of the
The time step for integration of the N4OM model was
dominatiod of the horizontal eddy viscosity. On the other
5
min,
half that used in the N20M and N2OD models. In
hand, in the N4OM model energy is transferred from the
order
to
prevent the growth of t,he computat:'onal mode,
eddy to the zonal kinetic energy in agreement with the
the
wind,
temperatmure,humidit,yand
pressure fields a t
It is noteworthy thatthe energy
actualatmosphere.
tthree
consecutive
time
steps
were
averaged
by the weights
conversionfrom
zonal availablepotentialenergy
also
0.25,
0.5,
and
0.25
every
53
t,ime
steps.
After
such a
plays a significant role in maintaining the zonal kinetic.
smoothing
time
step,
one
noncentral
t'ime
ext,rcpolation
energy of the moist model atm~sphere.~ In the model
dry
atmospheres, the zonal conversion is negativeand de- was performed before the normal "leapfrog" time integrapletes the zonal kinetic energy. The difference between the tion was resumed.
In spite of this periodic timesmoothing, t,he N4OM
dry and the moist models is due t o the difference in the
model
developedhigh-frequency
ext.erna1 gravity waves
intensity of the Hadley cell in the Tropics and the Ferrel
in
the
Tropics
which
were
not
present
in the lorn resolution
cell in middle latitudes.
model experiments. Apparently, t,he irregular boundary a t
Another interesting outcome of the energy analysis of
theEquator excit,ed these surface-pressure disturbances
the moist model atmosphere is the large generation of the
because they appeared first as meridional bands radiat,ing
eddy available potential energy by the heat of condensapoleward from the roughest sections of the boundary. The
tion. In the dry model atmospheres, theeddyavailable
reason why these occur only at high resolution has never
potentialenergy is produced solely bythe transfer of
been determined.
energyfrom
the zonalavailablepotential
energy. On
The most, effective technique for suppressing these
the other hand, in the moist model atmosphere the eddy
gravity waveswas to use the so-called Euler backward
generation by the heat of condensation has n magnitude
time-differencing method (see, for example, Matsuno
comparablewiththesupply
of energyfrom the zonal
1966) periodically in place of thenormal leapfrog proavailable potential energy.
cedure until these unwanted disturbanceswere reduced to
A detailedanalysis
of the energetics of the NdOM insignificant amplitude. This methodconsists of a two-pass
atmosphere
in
wave
number
space
reveals
essential
procedure in which tentative nexbtime step values of the
differences between the energy budgets
of various parts predictandsareobtainedfrom
which definitive rates of
of the atmosphere. I n the model troposphere, eddy kinetic change are derived for computing the final values by nonenergy is produced by the conversion of eddy potentia,l centraltimeextrapolations.
Let V representatypical
energy in the range of wave numbers 2 to 8. Some of the predictand, then
energythus
produced is dissipated, but most of the
remainder is transferred to zonal kinetic energy. In the
stratosphere, where very long waves predominate, eddy
and
kinetic energy is generated in the 2 to 3 wave number
av * (second pass),
ra,nge, mainly as a result of the pressure interaction with
V + I = V+ At

- (=)

I Since the free-sllp equatorial wall could affect the intensity of the Hadley cell, it is
desirable to reevaluate this conclusion by use of a model without such a Wall.

where the superscripts denote the time level, T is the time
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step number, t.he ast’erisk indicates t,he tent’ative estimate
of the predictand, and At is the length of the time step.
Duringthetime
integrat,ion of the high resolution
models, t,his Eulerbackwardprocedure mas carried out
every 1,008 time steps for a series of 143 consecut’iret’ime
steps. Furthermore, during the applicat’ion of this method,
the time step mas reduced from 5 min to 135 sec because
this At was found by trial and error to be the longest time
step thatwas effectivein smoothing out the gravitywa,ves,
which in the N4OM model had a mean period of about
15 min. While this met’hod was being used, forecast, t,ime
t’husadvanced a t less than one-quarter of the normal speed.

APPENDIX II-BRIEF DESCRIPTIONOFTHE
GENERALCIRCULATIONMODEL

DRY

In view of the frequent, reference to the dry model in
the manuscript, a brief description of the dry model is
appropriate. The basic difference between thedryand
moist, model is that the former does not, contain moisture
processes, t.hat is, transport of moistnre, condensation and
evaporation, whereas the lat,ter model does. For example,
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the effect.s of selective heating by the condensation process
and the poleward t,ransport of latent energy are absent in
the dry model but are present int.he moist model.
The effect. of the moist convection, however, is incorporated into the dry model in a very crude manner in order
to prevent the lapse rat,efrom becoming too unrealistic. It
consists of adjusting the lapse rate to the moist adiabatic
value whererer t>he lapse rate exceeds t,his critical value.
Forfurther details of thestructure of the dry model,
see study S.
The initialconditions for t,he numerical time integration
of the NdOD model is t>he state of t,he moist atmosphere
at the 200th (moist) model day. The period of integration
is 70 model days. The last 30 days of thisintegration
period is chosen for the analysis. Various quantities of the
N4OD model shown in t’his study represented the average
value for this 30-day period unless we specified othermise.
The latitude-height distributions of the zonal mean of
zonal wind and eddy kineticenergy nre shown in the upper
and lower parts of figure 64. According to this figure, the
intensity of the zond current in the W4OD model is unrealistictdl~~
strong. The eddy kinetic energy of this nlodel
is much larger than that of t,he N4OM model. This result
partially explains why t’he eddy tjransports of the various
large. (See
quantities in the N40D atmosphere are very
study S for the description of t,he N2OD atmosphere.)
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